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INTRODUCTION
• The worldwide installed capacity of WIND POWER reached 370 GW

by the end of 2014. China (114,763 MW), US (65,879 MW) and
Germany (40,468 MW) are ahead of India in forth position.

• The short gestation periods for installing wind turbine, and the
increasing reliability and performance of wind energy machines has
made wind power a favoured choice for capacity addition in India.

• Suzlon, an Indian-owned company, emerged on the global scene in
the past decade, and by 2006 had captured almost 7.7 percent of
market share in global wind turbine sales.

• Suzlon is currently the leading manufacturer of wind turbines for
the Indian market, holding some 43 percent of market share in
India.

• Suzlon's success has made India the developing country leader in
advanced wind turbine technology

How wind is created??
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How wind energy is generated?
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TRADITIONAL WIND MILL FOR WATER 
PUMPING

• Windmills used for pumping classified 
– as low lift high discharge and 
– high lift low discharge type.

• Diagram shows low lift type wind pump.
• Dutch screw type pump:

– Archemidian screw pump which pumps the water 
from the well into the tank.
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• Parsian wheel type wind pump:
– Parsian wheel is driven through a belt ,such devices can 

discharge 500 gallons of water per minute
• Deep well type wind pump:

– It is a high lift wind pump.
– A reciprocating motion is transferred from a crank

attached to a rotor shaft via a plunger rod which goes
down the water riser pipe, through the top of pump
cylinder located near the bottom of the tube well and
hence to the piston yoke and bucket washer assembly.

– Valves located in the piston yoke and foot of cylinder
assure positive lift to the column of water at each upward
stroke of the plunger
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HORIZONTAL AXIS TURBINES

• This is the type of turbine most of us think of
when imagining a wind turbine. As you would
expect, the shaft on this type is mounted
horizontally with the blades rotating vertically.

• The turbine is mounted on top of a pole which
used to place it above other objects which could
cause wind turbulence, and to get the turbine
blades into fast moving air.

• The air speed and quality of air flow increase the
higher you go above ground level.

HORIZONTAL AXIS TURBINES

• These horizontal axis turbines need to face
directly into the wind in order to be most
efficient. They achieve this either with yaw
sensing equipment, or by mechanical means such
as a tail rotor or vane.

• With the mechanical systems, a small wind vane
is located on top of the turbine which senses the
wind direction and instructs an electric motor to
move the turbine head (or nacelle) so that the
blades face into the wind at all times.
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HORIZONTAL AXIS TURBINES

• They also have a braking system which will stop the 
turbine blades rotating if the wind speed is too great 
and risks damaging the turbine.

• As you can see from the diagram above, the wind turns 
the turbine blades and hub, which in turn rotate the 
low speed shaft.

• This low speed shaft goes through a braking system 
before being connected to a gearbox which causes the 
high speed shaft to revolve at an even greater speed.

• The high speed shaft then goes through another 
braking system and finally into a generator which 
creates the electricity.

HORIZONTAL AXIS SINGLE BLADE 
WIND MILL

• It extremely large blades are mounted on rigid
hub, large blade root bending moments on rigid
hub, large blade-root bending moments can
occur due to tower shadow, gravity and sudden
shifts in wind direction.

• On a 200ft long blade,fatique load may be
enough to cause blade root failure.

• To reduce rotor cost ,Boeing vertol has proposed
the use of single long blade centrifugally
balanced by a low cost counter weight as shown.
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• Relative simple rotor hub consists of a
universal joint between rotor shaft and blade
shown in figure (b) allowing for blade flapping
and pitch motion.

• This eliminates centrifugal loading on
feathering bearings. This type of hub design
contains fewer parts and less cost.
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Horizontal axis bicycle wheel wind mill

• This type has narrow rims and wire spokes.
• The wire spokes support light weight aluminum

blade.
• The rotors of this design have high strength to

weight ratios and have been known to survive
hours of free wheeling operation in 100 mph
winds.

• They have good power coefficient ,high starting
torque and added advantage of simplicity and
low cost

Vertical Axis wind mill

• A promising way to reduce cost of large wind 
turbine-generator is to design them with rotors 
that spin on vertical axis

• One major advantage of this design is that the 
rotor blades can accept the wind from any point 
of compass.

• Another added advantage is that the machine can 
be mounted on the ground eliminating tower 
structures and lifting of huge weight of the 
machine assembly.
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• Darriens rotor have three symmetrical aerofoil 
blades curved into a shape of skipping rope and 
both ends of the blade are attached  to a vertical 
shaft.

• Because the blades are precurved to the shape 
they would assume when rotor is shipping at high 
speed ,centrifugal forces cannot bend them 
further .

• They are held in tension in their plane of greatest 
strenghth
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Flexible boom wind mill

• Steve sieradzki built a mobile model of windmill 
which can generate 400 watts.

• A flexible tower as shown(main beauty of this 
windmill)

• This can be taken on a car and be lifted 3.5m to 
generate the power at any place and at any time 
required.

• The energy generated will be sufficient to cook 
the food,to cool beer turn on radio tv sets

• Unlike most rings, it is not mounted on a fixed 
tower ,but on a flexible boom (like hoist) 
which rises or falls with the wind for safety 
and ease maintenance.

• Cost of construction=1000rs.
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Blade material

• Period of opration:1 year
• Composite material-glass filament in an epoxy 

matrix
• Advantages of using composite matrix:

– Desired shape n length can be produce
– Less sensitive-minor crack will not propagate 

major crack.
– High strength to weight ratio

Fluctuating load of wind power and 
methods used to overcome difficulty

• Problem:
– Plant doesnot provide any firm power-random in 

nature.
– Not available as per load demand.
– As wind blow changes hour to hour n minute to 

minute

• Alternative:
– WIND machine produce DC current –cant used 

with ac-but can be used to charge batteries
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Alternative to generate electricity

• Simple on site domestic unit with battery 
storage (2 to 5 kW):
– The D.C output (varying) is passed to batteries 

through voltage regulator is used for lights, 
appliance and tools whereas part of energy from 
battery is converted into AC and fed to radios,tv
sets and motor appliance whereas AC is prime 
requirement

• Simple system with mechanical and solar storage:
– In this arragement,a constant frequency generator is 

used which generates AC power which is directly fed 
to the customers.

– The surplus energy is stored in the form of solar 
source input and flywheel input.

– The energy stored in second form of solar source 
input and flywheel input.

– The energy stored in the second form can supply again 
AC during no sun and no wind periods.
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• Complex ,intermediate energy conversion with 
chemical,flywheel storage in medium power 
range:
– 50 to 100 kW
– The power coming out may be DC or AC with variable 

voltage or wattage.
– This fluctuating energy output is used for electrolysis 

of pure water which generate H2 and O2 and these 
generated gases are stored as shown.

– These are further used in fuel cell and gas turbines to 
generate ac power fed at constant voltage

• Simple, direct feed to main bus-bar (MW Range):
– In this case, a constant frequency AC output (with a 

special type of AC generator directly fed to the AC 
mains.

– An antireserve device is used in the line overcome the 
difficulties of low wind conditions.

– The constant frequency (60hz) power desired by 
utilities as mentioned earlier is to run the rotor at 
constant speed when wind velocity keep changing.
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Advantages Of Wind Energy
• 1)  Wind Energy is an inexhaustible source of energy and is virtually a 

limitless resource.
• 2) Energy is generated without polluting environment.
• 3)  This source of energy has tremendous potential to generate energy on 

large scale.
• 4)  Like solar energy and hydropower, wind power taps a natural physical 

resource.
• 5)  Windmill generators don’t emit any emissions that can lead to acid 

rain or greenhouse effect.
• 6)  Wind Energy can be used directly as mechanical energy.
• 7)  In remote areas, wind turbines can be used as great resource to 

generate energy.
• 8)  In combination with Solar Energy they can be used to provide reliable 

as well as steady supply of electricity.
• 9) Land around wind turbines can be used for other uses, e.g. Farming.

Disadvantages Of Wind Energy
• 1)  Wind energy requires expensive storage during peak production time.
• 2)  It is unreliable energy source as winds are uncertain and unpredictable. 
• 3)  There is visual and aesthetic impact on region.
• 4)  Requires large open areas for setting up wind farms.
• 5)  Noise pollution problem is usually associated with wind mills.
• 6)  Wind energy can be harnessed only in those areas where wind is strong 

enough and weather is windy for most parts of the year.
• 7)  Usually places, where wind power set-up is situated, are away from the places 

where demand of electricity is there. Transmission from such places increases cost 
of electricity.

• 8)  The average efficiency of wind turbine is very less as compared to fossil fuel 
power plants. We might require many wind turbines to produce similar impact.

• 9)  It can be a threat to wildlife. Birds do get killed or injured when they fly into 
turbines.

• 10)  Maintenance cost of wind turbines is high as they have mechanical parts 
which undergo wear and tear over the time.
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